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Productions[ edit ] The musical had its first out-of-town tryout in Boston beginning on August 27, and was
coolly received. Kennedy and First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy. The first couple congratulated Berlin on a hit.
Kennedy later sent his aides, Kenneth P. The word "corny" stuck, and was repeated again and again. James
Theatre , where it ran for performances. The musical premiered in a Broadway season dominated by hits like
Oliver! President received lukewarm reviews. The musical also saw the end of the Lindsay and Crouse
collaboration. Truman made an opening night cameo appearance in a production of the show at the Starlight
Theatre in Kansas City. He left by ambulance at intermission due to an appendicitis attack. After thirty
previews, it opened on August 2, at the Off-Broadway Douglas Fairbanks Theater where, hampered by
reviews worse than those received by the original, it closed after ten performances. It remains bubbly and
effervescent thanks to the peppy, imaginative direction supplied by the team of John Znidarsic and
Alessandrini. His daughter Leslie has recently had a series of romantic liaisons, some liberal and some
conservative. Her newest romance is with Youssein Davair, the son of a Middle Eastern ruler; the sincerity of
his affection is questionable. Henderson gets in trouble for jokingly comparing the Soviet leader to a "wild
cat". But the President lands in Moscow anyhow and gives a conciliatory and humanizing speech, assisted by
his Russian-speaking son Larry, that earns the respect of the Soviets. Larry is a bit of a hot-head and punches
the party chairman on TV to defend his father. The presidential term of office ends, and the Hendersons leave
the White House. The family is invited to a party at the White House, and there Leslie finds that Youssein is
now interested in Betty Chandler, the daughter of the new President, and so they break up. Leslie leaves the
party with Pat. Soon afterwards, however, another opportunity comes: Roles and original cast[ edit ].
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In the old days, they had a phone in the heel as well. How do I get it back in? It is coated with one of the
fastest-acting neurotoxins known to man, so, very carefully. Eggsy does the same] Harry Hart: Do you know
what that means? Then let me teach you a lesson. What did you do to me? I had no control. I killed all those
people. Transmitted through your nasty free SIM cards, I assume. You know what this is like? Sounds good to
me. That was the headline the day after I defused a dirty bomb in Paris. I was breaking up an undercover spy
ring at the Pentagon. Foiled the assassination of Margaret Thatcher. Not everybody had thanked you for that
one. The point is, Eggsy, nobody thanked me for any of them. Front page news and all these occasions are
celebrity nonsense. And we are, first and foremost, gentlemen. Being a gentleman is something one learns.
You should have asked me before you took your seat. How to make a proper Martini. So you want to donate
to my foundation. You are aware that I wound things down in that area, right? Climate change is a threat
which affects us all, Mr. Every bit of research kept pointing to the same thing. The carbon emissions are a red
herring, and we are past the point of no return, no matter what remedial actions we take. You know your shit. I
sometimes envy the blissful ignorance of those less well-versed in their As Professor Arnold always said:
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He claimed that it was a sect of Islam but he also took from Buddhism, Christianity, Gnosticism and Taoism.
He taught that all Africans were Muslims but their identity was taken from them with slavery and segregation.
He wanted them to return to Islam. Members follow its principles and focus on love, truth, peace, freedom and
justice. They encourage obedience to law, tolerance, unity and respect and loyalty to the government. The
movement promotes message of self belief and the power of the self. Yeezus encourages his follower to
express themselves to the fullest and to chase their every dream. It is said to have a light-hearted view of
religion. The adherents of the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster believe and describe Pastafarianism as a
genuine religion, however it is usually seen by the media and by others as a parody religion. Founded in
Kansas in , when the Kansas Board of Education issued a statement asking whether or not they should
students be taught Intelligent Design and the Theory of Evolution to its students or not. A physics graduate
called Bobby Henderson wrote a letter of response to the school board arguing that if intelligent design is to be
added to the curriculum, then so should Pastafarianism. Many of the Wiccan websites were keen to move
away from this assumption. Firstly not all pagans are witches and not all witches are pagans. It is a faith based
on nature and spirituality. Wicca was founded in the s by Gerard Gardener. Generally it is regarded as a
philosophy where nature and the landscape are considered divine and the cycles of nature are observed
through festivals. Wicca is followed at various levels by practicing spells and rituals and holding the belief in
the supernatural. Following ancient traditions, they believe the son of a mountain spirit travelled to a distant
land and married a powerful woman. The belief originated when the villagers witnessed the respect given to
the Queen by colonial officials, therefore her husband must be the same person mentioned in the ancient myth.
The belief probably originated in the s, however when Prince Philip visited the island in Metro The White
Mice a. The founders are of Irish and Scottish origins.
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Hyde, is the main antagonist in the novella "Strange Case Of Dr. Hyde" by the late Robert Louis Stevenson.
He is the vile, malicious and violent dark side of Henry Jekyll, unleashed by use of a potion. Over the course
of the novel, Jekyll transforms into Hyde in order to keep his good and evil personalities separate, only to find
himself addicted to the potion as Hyde slowly overtakes him. Everyone who sees him describes him as giving
an impression of ugliness, although he is not physically deformed. Essentially, he exudes pure evil. Hyde was
created out of an experiment by Dr. Henry Jekyll, who wanted to live a wild, carefree existence without losing
his respectability. So he decided to unleash his darker side. He created a potion, which allowed this to happen,
and he transformed into Edward Hyde, the embodiment of his inner evil. Hyde was shorter than Jekyll because
the evil in man is lesser than the good. For a time after this, Jekyll is the respectable doctor by day, then uses
the potion to become Hyde and live a life of debauchery and excess by night. About a year after that,
something worse occurred: Hyde, without provocation, savagely beat an old Member of Parliament named Sir
Danvers Carew to death with his cane and feet. After this incident, Jekyll determined never to use the potion
again. However, Hyde asserted himself and Jekyll began to transform without taking the potion, and he had to
brew more to change back into himself. Unable to go on, Jekyll brewed a lethal poison and swallowed it, but
changed back into Hyde before he died. Film Adaptations John Barrymore as Mr. The first film adaptation
was a silent film released in Jekyll and Hyde were both played by John Barrymore. His Hyde had a pointed
head, a hunched over stance, and long fingernails. In this version, Jekyll creates Hyde after facing pressure
from Carew, his future father-in-law, to live a wild life before his marriage. Fredric March as Mr. The next
adaptation was released in It starred Fredric March as Jekyll and Hyde. This Hyde was clearly more bestial in
appearance than its predecessors. Its creators designed him to look like current reconstructions of the
Neanderthal man. They gave Hyde flared nostrils, a heavy brow ridge, and fangs. As the film progresses,
Hyde grows more apelike. In the film, Jekyll transforms himself after Carew insists he wait to marry his
daughter for eight months. Hyde obsesses over Ivy Pierson, a prostitute whom Jekyll had previously
encountered. He murders her after she goes to Jekyll for help. The last major film version was released in and
starred Spencer Tracy as the doctor and his alter ego. The film followed the same basic screenplay as the
version, but its Hyde had a different design, looking more human than March did. In this version, Jekyll faked
his suicide and relocated to Paris, where Hyde began murdering the prostitutes he brought back to their
apartment. This version of Hyde is far taller than Jekyll, who plays a far smaller part in this story. Hyde
explains this in the second volume, stating that as Jekyll lost any assertiveness, Hyde lost all restraints. In the
second volume of the story, Hyde even exhibits certain noble characteristics. He forms a bond with Mina, and
when Hawley Griffin , better known as the Invisible Man, betrayed the team and humanity itself to the
Martians and assaulted and nearly killed her, Hyde sought violent revenge. Hyde could actually see Griffin
through the use of infrared vision which he cleverly kept a secret , and he beat, raped, and murdered him
ironic, as Hawley had used his powers to rape numerous people before. When the Martian tripods where about
to enter London, Hyde distracted them just long enough in order for the secret germ weapon to arrive. The
Martians incinerated Hyde, but he kept them distracted just long enough to save London. Hyde as he appeared
in Van Helsing Mr. Hyde makes a brief appearance at the beginning of the film Van Helsing, where he fights
the monster hunter Van Helsing atop the cathedral of Notre Dame. Hyde is thrown off the building, but he
transforms back into Jekyll before he hits the ground. The origins of this version of Hyde are revealed in the
animated prequel called The London Assignment. Many years before, the young Jekyll had fallen in love with
the new queen, Victoria, from afar. In order to be with her, he studied the occult for many years. But by that
time, Victoria had grown old and bore several children. Seeking a way to make her young again, Jekyll used
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his magic to change himself into Hyde and used an occult process in order to steal the youth and beauty from
young women, which resulted in their deaths. His string of killings attracted the attention of Van Helsing.
Once Upon a Time Main article: Hyde has been stamped one of the worst if not the worst piece of gaming of
all time by the Nerd and has gained an infamous reputation. Hyde serves as an extremely huge yellow jacket
wearing boss that the player must fight and kill when he has to turn back into a harmless Jekyll. The Nerd
also, when revisiting Dr. Hyde, parodied the iconic monster when he reached his breaking point.
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Wesling because she was an enabler of love while she walked this Earth. I find it hard to imagine that Dr.
However, despite my seeming self righteousness, to which I am most guilty, I do realize that not all in the
Boule cults have had the same experiences. Inside these cults there are variance like any other area of life.
Wesling may not have had the same perverse experiences as other members being inside this cult. This is done
so that they will not have specific knowledge of the true nature of the cult, they can deny, deny, deny, without
any guilt because they may not know for certain the hidden practices of the cult because they are not involved
directly. This is what I mean by variance, in relation to those like Dr. Umar and many others who are in the
demonic sodomite Boule. Black and White are just two colors and no one is actually Black or White in color.
What really activates and drives everything including the human being is spirit. Is demonic possession real?
The ancient texts say so. The ancient text such as Vedic say that the Earth entered into the age of Kali Yuga.
This is a cosmic cycle where the Star Sirius, which is the true power behind the Sun, gets farther and farther
away from the Sun, this mother energy is very low on the planet right now. The clash of violent, rash, and
egotistic male energy is dominating the planet. The text says that human beings will have two forces working
in them, Angelic and Demonic. Demons are subtle energies that are barely noticeable. Rather instead Demons
manifest themselves as sadistic and depraved attitudes and behaviors. What is being called homosexuality is a
demon. It is is said that homosexuality is a putrid demon that drives infested humans to commit depraved and
savages acts that goes against their divine natures. A pedophile Eurasian male cabal is running the planet Earth
that is operating out of Rome. These demonic pedophiles were behind the rise of the Nazis and all the world
wars. Also Hitler was a knight within the Vatican Order. Wesling asked is America becoming the New Nazis
Germany? I would say that Dr. The Closets of power are all the Greek Societies of every race, including
SkullnBones, all the freakish Christian Church cults, career criminals, pedophiles, homosexuals, retired
government workers and military, Freemasons, as well as Muslims, are all actively involved in gangstalking,
witchcraft, organ trafficking and pedophilia. A caller asked Dr. One week later Dr. Wesling was pronounced
dead after this interview. Go check the record. Psychologists such as Dr. Wesling are sworn under oath not to
reveal the secret gangstalking and covert system of annihilation of empowered individual by means of slow
torture and cutting them off from society. They are required under oath to state that the person saying they are
being stalked are crazy, mentally imbalanced, etc, while preachers and pastors are to consul them by saying its
the devil, evil one, etc. So in this sense, its not what Dr. Wesling was an angel of mercy but was under
bloodoath. Its good to add that neither Nelly Fuller nor Dr. Wesling place any importance upon secret
societies and witchcraft being at the root of White Supremacy. Since the creation of the Papal Government of
A. D the Roman Catholic Church has been using Church members as spies and boots on the ground to institute
Christian dominion everywhere on Earth that they can plant a church this includes their denominational
Churches as well. Rape and sodomy are weapons of war and involve evil occultism at the deepest levels. The
Phoneticians used this tactic to attack the Greeks, using rape squads to rape and sodomize their women and
children as the Babylonians once used against them. Greeks, particularly Sparta, instituted a state program of
training boys to be warriors from early age, at puberty boys were matched or paired with older males in a
homosexual mentoring into knighthood. Greek ethnic groups throughout the region known as Ancient Greece
which includes modern day Turkey aka Eastern Roman Empire, Italy aka Western Roman Empire taught their
legions the same war institution of using rape and sodomy as weapons of war. Samurais of Japan also used
sodomite rape squads when they attacked Korea and conquered them, calling their way Bushido, and they also
attacked Vietnam, Hawaii, Philippines and China using Bushido sodomite warriors. As far as Africa, In B. C
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Alexander conquered Egypt then an African nation, they raped and sodomized women and children and took
over the country. Sodomy continued through the Ptolemy cult which later became the Christian Church under
Rome. Arabs launched jihads against Africans penetrating deeper into East Africa in places where Rome meet
resistance because of African traditional religion held hold. Arabs castrated and enslaved African males, saw
them as merely boys to be enjoyed and discarded. Many African eunuchs, men with castrated penises
committed suicide seeing they had no manhood and no reason to live or means to pass on their seed. In
Ancient Africa sodomy was considered a demonic possession and that men inflicted with it were robbed of
their manhood. The practice of the cult of sodomy is not a mental illness but a demonic possession that must
be exorcised by native doctors. The spirit of Sodomy acts itself out in the natural world as parasites who live
off of human flesh and energy. Each time the host commits an act of sodomy, the parasite attached to the
central nervous system of the host, sends signals to the brain for the releasing of Serotonin which makes the
host feel happy or gay. The depletion of Serotonin, which regulates mood imbalance, a precious hormone, is
what causes high occurrences of depression in those who practice sodomy. They also suffer as a result
declining moral values, belonging, drug and alcohol, anti-social behavior, high rates of suicide, self hatred and
more aspects of a curse. Serotonin secretion constantly causes the addictive and compulsive feeling sodomites
receive which traps them to promiscuity as the demons wants to multiply its kind by infecting more hosts by
driving the infected person to commit the act more frequently like a drug addict. Sodomy is spread the most
through pedophilia because children are the most vulnerable to forcible sex, i. An individual engaged in the
cult of sodomy is pretty much a lost cause unless they accept healing of fasting, fervent prayer and exorcism
by a qualified native doctor if its available. Despite this powerful influence of demons the practice of sodomy
remains a choice. In Ancient Africa we would execute such abominations for the good of the community.
Homosexuals allowed to live will become pedophiles, sleep with both sexes, sleep with animals, bring disease,
form immorality cults and defile all the noble institutions of the land. These abominations will incur the wrath
of the Gods upon any land overrun with sodomites. Calamities of nature are increasing all over the Earth due
to the Gods cleansing the land not global warming as we are told, we do not live on a globe. Sodomites are
cult prostitutes like the worshipers of Cybelle, the mother goddess, a satanic spirit that they performed all sorts
of sodomy rites in order to fuel their local economy. In Greece it was the worship of Alphoditess that spawn
their rebellion to the Most High, engaging in sodomy, which is oral, anal sex, along with sex with animals.
Sodomization, an occult ritual, its what corrupts human society. Cult prostitutes are despised by God for trying
to be God, they are the propagators of sexual deviance, sexual disease and corruption in all high places, they
are the catalyst for homosexuality temple prostitutes. The first Greek Fraternity was established in , the Boule
created to keep the professional African away from African liberation and pit them against their brethren.
Greek cults also sprung up in Nigeria in beginning the sick cycle of cults forming at Nigerian universities.
Cults are used as a form of spiritual control over the masses by a few Africans sold into bloodoath bondage
and wicked secrecy. This is the control system that pop culture has called "The Illuminati". Sacred
prostitution, temple prostitution, cult prostitution,[1] and religious prostitution are general terms for a sexual
rite consisting of sexual intercourse or other sexual activity performed in the context of religious worship,
perhaps as a form of fertility rite Dr. Her essay, The Cress Theory of Color-Confrontation and Racism, offered
her interpretation on the origins of what she described as white supremacy culture. March 18, , Chicago, IL
Died: January 2, , Washington, D. The Isis Yssis papers Movies: The Sodomites, cult prostitutes scatted out in
all the 9 areas and are in control.
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The Watchman Wakes For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the
apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no
great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according
to their works. Do you get the feeling that somehow your church is being used to further an unbiblical agenda
an agenda for which you are footing the bill? Have you felt that your new pastor may be hiding something?
Have you felt that if there was a way to go back and NOT vote to move forward with the Harvest transition
you would? If you answered in the affirmative, then please allow me to try to clarify for you what is now
happening to your church since the Harvest Bible Chapel takeover. Also of your own selves shall men arise,
speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them. The basis of this organizational model are
facilitator-led groups. As you know, all church attendees are being strongly encouraged, if not required, to
participate in Life Groups. All Life Groups have a leader who functions as a facilitator as well as an apprentice
leader who will one day leave to start his own Life Group once he has learned group facilitation skills. In this
manner, all Life Group participants will be watched and monitored and can be controlled from the top. A
facilitator is a term used in communist mind control. A facilitator is also known as a change agent. One
researcher has stated that the actual socio-psychological name for a facilitator is a heresiarch one who
practices heresy. Instead, he will facilitate a dialogue to group consensus what all in the group can agree upon
and feel good about through the use of questioning. This is also called critical thinking questioning authority.
The model social psychologists used to determine how a group facilitator should function was Satan. A
facilitator-led group is also called a Soviet and a Marxist dialectic session. This process was developed by
Hegel, who was a Kabbalist. The purpose of this group process is to change and transform brainwash the
minds of all the group participants AWAY from faith in and obedience to authority God and toward a socialist
religion based on human relationships humanism. Facilitation means to make change easy and a facilitator is
called a change agent because his job is to change the way people think from obedience to God and higher
authority to a way of thinking that compromises God for group goals and human relationship building. For
their calamity shall rise suddenly; and who knoweth the ruin of them both? The purpose of the church growth
movement is to transform Christians and churches from service to God to service to the community to affect
social change in the community. It should be noted as well that Facilitator-led groups have their origin in the
occult Kabbalah. Few realize that participation in a facilitator-led group invokes a demon that will place the
group participants in bondage. Even if not obviously promoted by the group, information is collected usually
automatically without set guidelines for collection and fed to leadership. Shameful past events may then be
exploited to manipulate individual compliance or as evidence for disciplinary actions. This information is also
exploited by members who leave the group. While at Grace Church, he was the pastor of a singles ministry
called The Foundry. Pastor John Coleman and Dr. Upon viewing this ministries since deleted webpages, Dr.
Upon viewing the same webpages, Mr. The director of operations at Harvest Bible Fellowship and your new
church elder is Mr. Churches partnering with governments is in keeping with the communitarian agenda. To
read more about your new church elder, Mr. By the way, it may be of interest that Kurt Gebhards and Bill
Molinari both have backgrounds in finance. Kurt Gebhards graduated from Liberty University with a degree in
Economics and Bill Molinari was the President of a large mutual fund company Van Kampen funds for 21
years. The presence of the facilitator-led group organizational model can be known not only by its structure,
but by its particular buzzwords. Steiner is a trained facilitator. Please allow me to repeat some of Mr. I will
place Mr. To gain respect in the eyes of the community is to compromise God. A traditional bible study is
scripturally-based and not discussion-based. Steiner is admitting at He preached and teached. Whoever
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decides what questions to be asked controls the answers as well. It is similar to Eastern philosophy. It states
that people only have value as part of an organizationâ€”as a cog in a machine. No man has the right to
question that authority. The church facilitators through the group dialectic process will negate all God given
authority because this authority hinders human relationship building. Prayer requests are a way the church
leadership can shift dependence on God to dependence on the group. Prayer requests are also a way that the
leadership will know your personal business. This part contains an amazingly candid admission from Steiner:
Kurt Gebhards is also a change agent-facilitator. The buyer here had better beware. This model is not unlike a
militia structure. Life Groups will change the way the group members thinkâ€”from an obedience to God way
of thinking to a human relationship building way of thinking. Your Life Group is the gate to Hell. No child left
behind. Life groups are dialectic, mind changing sessions. Facilitators want church member unity at the
expense of facts and truth. Do you want to stop socialism in the church? Scripture is to be compared with
scripture. As Christians we are to confess our sins regularly to God and to ask for His forgiveness. Facilitators
want you to confess regularly to men because confession is an important component in mind control.
Confession is also utilized by the Catholic Church for the same purpose. Yes, there are perhaps times when a
Christian may have a need to confess to his brother, but facilitators want you confessing regularly in order that
you subordinate yourselves to the Life Group and not to God. Facilitators want to reproduce change agents
who will engage others in a facilitated dialogue. John the Baptist was a lone saint. Several of the apostles died
alone in their service to Christ. The true agenda of Christianity is to stand alone for Jesus Christ. We are all
solitary Christians. Kurt Gebhards is no true Christian and the language he employs in these talks is not from
Holy Scripture. It is the language of social change, transformation, and revolution. It is the same language
employed by social-psychologists, Marxists, socialists, and Communitarians the world over. I pray that the
true Christians at Hickory Harvest wake up; for a dialectical trap Life Groups has been set for you: Let this be
a word of warning to those who may be seduced into this trap and a word of rescue for those who have already
fallen into this trap. If you know someone else at Hickory Harvest who would find this letter of interest, please
feel free to forward this as I probably did miss quite a few of your attendees. For it is a shame even to speak of
those things which are done of them in secret.
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He let Japanese people make a Super Nintendo and Sega Genesis game out of him, but Socks nuked the
offices of the creators of the game before release. But Clinton was not the only one that caught the eyes of the
Nation. Socks as his campaign advisor and they would both hold photo ops for the public. But there was also a
practical reason that Mr. Socks was photographed along with Clinton. Socks had a plan to win the feline vote
and make cat-lovers in America embrace Clinton as one of their own. Socks knew that pet owners would
easily identify with Bubba if they saw him as a warm animal loverâ€¦ The stunt worked and Bubba won the
approval of animal lovers and catsâ€¦ but what Clinton and Mr. Socks failed to notice was that America also
noticed Mr. Socks and he gained instant fame. They did not expected for Mr. Socks to become overly popular
and an overnight sensation. Never in the history of America did a cat became famous overnight for just being
a cat; unlike celebrity cats, Mr. Socks was never comfortable with the idea of being a celebrity. Some have
even suggested that Socks was more popular than Bill Clinton. At first Socks refused to hold interviews or
speak with late-night talk host shows, but Bill persuaded Socks to do it. Bill believed it would be good
publicity for the both of them. Socks relented and he started to talk with reporters, celebrities, and other late
night hosts. But unfortunately for Mr. Socks the public and the audience expected Mr. Socks to doâ€¦ cat
things. Socks was a workaholic so Bubba would remind Socks not to neglect his celebrity status and to have
some "fun". So to the advice of Bubba, from time to time Mr. The Inspirational Life Story of Mr. MTV even
released a music video of a Socks look-alike rapping some lyrics. Bubba found it hilarious Socks was not
amused. Veterinarians were worried that the burden of the Oval Office and a Celebrity lifestyle would be too
much on the cat. So Bill tried his best to help him with the burden of being a celebrity. Socks suspected that
Bubba was taking advantage of the situation, rather than helping him deal with the pressures of an adoring
public. Incidents from fans and hate groups Edit With popularity, also came great risks and dangers, and Mr.
Socks was not the exception. As Socks popularity grew, he was starting to attract the attention of crazy fans,
stalkers, as well as hate groups. Socks was also disturbed to receive hate mail from critics and hate groups, this
was the first time he experienced such hatred. However, it was unusual and scary for him to receive love
letters and marriage proposals from cats, dogs, and even humans! In April 15 , a deranged cat lady tried to
breach the White House lawn. She wanted to kidnap Mr. Socks and adopt him as her own. A doggy
supremacist groups that viewed cats and felines as inferior and dangerous. Many of their members suggested
that Cats were secretly trying to take over the world and create a New Feline World Orderâ€¦ ridiculous, right?
At the time of the incident Mr. Socks was in the Pentagon being debrief about a possible terrorist attacks from
Bears. In February 12 , an obsessed teenage girl started to send love letters to Socks and she even
propositioned to marry Mr. Socks and to have his kittens. In later months the teenager became so afflicted
with her obsession that she tried to break into the White House so they could both elope to Las Vegas. She
was arrested and sent to a sanitarium. Socks was worried about these incidents, but Bubba shrugged it off. Bill
thought fans and haters were just being a little extreme in their behavior. Socks to increase security just in
case. Assassination Attempt against Socks.
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Gary "Eggsy" Unwin[ edit ] Rox. Rox, I need a favour. Tell her to lock herself away from Dean. Merlin,
remember those implants you said were of no use to us? Any chance you can turn them on? In , a great
number of them had lost their heirs to World War I. That meant a lot of money going uninherited. And a lot of
powerful men with the desire to preserve peace and protect life. Our founders realised that they could channel
that wealth and influence for the greater good. And so began our other venture. An independent, international
intelligence agency operating at the highest level of discretion. Above the politics and bureaucracy that
undermine the integrity of government-run spy organisations. And the Kingsman agents are the new knights.
How did I fucking miss it? You just stay right there. What have I said to you about speaking to Dean like that?
Just leave him alone, Dean! Please just go, babe. Roxy Morton[ edit ] Yes! Fucking get on with it! Harry
would be proud of you, Eggsy. Got any Rizla, babe? Are you mental, cuz? You boys have outstayed your
welcome. They were fucking worth it, boys. Why are we walking? You jacked his fucking car keys, bruv?
Rottweiler, still inside the pub, turns to see the engine of a car revving outside] Rottweiler: Rottweiler gets out
his phone and calls Dean] Rottweiler: Eggsy just stole my fucking car, yeah. Foxes are vermin, cuz. Get out of
the car. Eggsy drives it into the police car that was following them] [Having got Eggsy off a car theft charge,
Harry talks with him in the pub] Eggsy: So before you was a tailor, was you in the Army? So where was you
posted - Iraq or something? But my dad saved your life, yeah? The day your father died, I missed something.
So I owe him. Your father was a brave man. And it all went tits up. Drugs, petty crime, never had a job. Your
coach had you pegged as Olympic team material. Yeah, well, when you grow up around someone like my
stepdad, you pick up new hobbies pretty quick. You were halfway through training, doing brilliantly, but you
gave up. Because my mum went mental, banging on about losing me as well as my dad! Shut the fuck up! I
wanna know the name of the geezer you was with! Fucking tell me his name! You listen to me! I want to
know who was with you in that pub. I wanna know his fucking name! Just tell him, Eggsy! I have enough
evidence on your activities to have you locked up for the rest of your life, Mr. So I suggest you leave the boy
alone or I shall be forced to deliver it to the appropriate authorities. Eggsy, meet me at the tailor I told you
about. He sees the Interrogator approach him with a knife in hand] Eggsy: Who the fuck are you? This knife
can save your life. What the fuck is Kingsman? And who is Harry Hart? Oh, Eggsy, I just killed two of your
friends who gave me the same bullshit answer! Just cut the fucking ropes, please! Hey, Eggsy, is Kingsman
worth dying for? He discovers that the section dropped down before impact. Harry arrives at the scene] Harry:
Roxy passed with flying colours. Is Kingsman worth dying for? Get me out of here! Section rises as Arthur
arrives at the scene. I had such high hopes for you. Your candidates have reached the final stage of the testing
process. As tradition allows, you will have 24 hours to spend with them. Eggsy, you should know your father
reached this point. From now on, there are no safety nets. Merlin turns around and turns on the loudspeaker at
the railway. Time to go home. This stops right now. And I say to you, bear witness! The blood of the innocent,
spilled! And yet, there are those who doubt this is the wrath of God. Our filthy government condones sodomy,
divorce, abortion! And yet, some still doubt this is the work of the Antichrist! You do not have to be a Jew, a
nigger, a whore or an atheistic, science-loving evolution spouter Can you see Valentine anywhere? So, my
friends, although he is a just God, he is just a vengeful one and there can be no turning back from the almighty
wrath What if the calculations are wrong? You just have to trust me. Jew, nigger, fag lovers, and the devil is
burning them for all eternity. Would you excuse me? Where are you going? So hail Satan, and have a lovely
afternoon, madam. Just leave this church! You just leave this church like the infidel you are! Satan cannot
save you now! You will eat your babies! You will drown in the blood of the Lord! He will not save you! Let
me out of here. If I do, will you give me a kiss?
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Edit While Shadow is waiting for his flight at the airport, a man walks up to the counter, requesting a first
class ticket. He seems confused and senile, causing the Airline Attendant to hurry him to first class anyway.
Shadow boards the flight and discovers his seat is already taken by someone with the same seat assignment.
The only seat left available is in first class, next to the old man who is now coherent and clear-headed, having
scammed his way to a first class ticket. He greets Shadow with a Jack and Coke. They strike up a conversation
and the man knows that Shadow had just gotten out of prison. He introduces himself as Mr. Shadow reveals to
him it was small-time casinos and does a coin trick for him. He passes Shadow a first class toiletries bag and
offers Shadow a job. Shadow declines because Robbie is holding a job for him at his gym. Wednesday appears
from a bathroom stall. He is still offering him a job and he passes Shadow a newspaper with an article on the
car crash. He tells Shadow that Robbie had also died in the accident that killed Laura. Wednesday calls Heads
and Shadow is surprised to discover it is Heads when he rigged the toss. Wednesday goes to the bar for drinks
and Mad Sweeney approaches Shadow to warn him about Wednesday. Wednesday returns with three shots of
mead for Shadow to drink. Shadow takes the first shot and Wednesday tells him the mead seals their bargain.
Shadow drinks the second shot to seal the deal and the third shot as the "charm. Sweeney starts pulling real
gold coins out from everywhere and Shadow asks how he does the trick. Shadow asks again and Sweeney
challenges him to a fight for the answer. Shadow declines, yet Sweeney keeps egging him on. He starts to
insult Laura and Shadow punches him in the face. Shadow wakes up in the back of Mr. He tells Wednesday
how Technical Boy hijacked him and tried to kill him. Wednesday offers him occupational hazard pay and
doubles his salary. Wednesday promises that he is angry about Technical Boy and has a plan. Wednesday tells
Shadow that he only gets to be upset for so long because Laura was cheating on him. They stop at a diner
where Wednesday is meeting someone. He gives Shadow a list and sends him shopping. After Shadow is
finished shopping, he returns to the diner, passing by the man Wednesday was meeting with. Wednesday gives
Shadow the choice of either fighting the strangeness or accepting it; either the world is crazy or Shadow is.
Shadow asks if this is part of them "reprogramming reality" and Wednesday says that going mad is not the
biggest sacrifice to make. They start driving again and Wednesday discovers a cell phone in the bag of stuff
Shadow bought. Shadow and Wednesday arrive at an apartment in Chicago. Zorya Vechernyaya tells
Wednesday that Czernobog , who is currently in a field killing a cow with a bolt pistol, will not be happy to
see them. She brings them into the apartment and Wednesday presents her with the vodka, romance novels,
and binoculars that Shadow picked up from the store. Zorya Vechernyaya downs the entire bottle of vodka
before calling for Zorya Utrennyaya to come to the kitchen. She explains that their other sister, Zorya
Polunochnaya , is asleep. Shadow heads for the bathroom just as Czernobog returns home. He is not pleased to
see Wednesday and throws a lamp at him. Wednesday offers him the cigarettes and herb Havarti but
Czernobog still wants him to leave. Zorya Vechernyaya tells Czernobog she already invited them to dinner.
From the living room, Czernobog becomes upset with Wednesday and raising his voice. Czernobog tells
Wednesday he wants his brother, Bielebog, not him. They sit down to a terrible dinner of tough meat and soft
potatoes, which Wednesday enthusiastically enjoys. Czernobog asks Shadow if he is Black. Where he is from,
everyone is the same color so everyone fights over shades. Bielebog has light hair where Czernobog has black
hair so everyone thought Bielebog was the good one and it turned Czernobog into the bad one. They are both
gray now so there is no longer a way to tell who is light and who is dark. He had to get a job in the
slaughterhouse and became a "knocker" on the killing floor. Zorya Vechernyaya opposes him telling cow
killing stories at dinner but he continues anyway. He explains how it takes strength and skill to artfully kill a
cow properly with a sledgehammer. If not done properly, the cow becomes angry and angry meat tastes bad.
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He complains about the ease of the bolt gun that makes it so anyone can kill cows now. He asks Shadow if he
plays checkers and invites him to a checkers game after dinner and Shadow agrees. After dinner, Czernobog
sets up the checkers board, playing black and they begin their game. Czernobog asks if Shadow wants to see
his killing hammer and retrieves it from over the mantle. He explains how blood feeds the hammer, giving it
shine, with sunrise blood being the best. Now, his hammer is red with rust but Shadow sees blood pouring off
it from the 10, kills Czernobog made. They continue playing checkers and Czernobog offers to make a wager.
If he loses, then he will go with Shadow and Wednesday to meet with the others. If he wins, then he gets to hit
Shadow in the middle of the forehead with his hammer. Shadow considers all the crazy things he has seen in
the last few days and what is real and what is not. Shadow loses the game and Czernobog declares that at
sunrise, Shadow will willingly go down on his knees for him to knock his brains out. He comments on how
she has learned to live with less but she is deserving of better. He pours his coffee grounds onto his saucer and
asks her to read his fortune. She tells him that whatever he is trying to do, he will lose. They go outside for a
walk in the night and Zorya Vechernyaya warns Wednesday that what he is doing will kill him this time. He
gives her a kiss to remind her of when they were young. Zorya Vechernyaya pulls away just as it starts raining
and asks him angrily what he has done. Wednesday responds with "war. Shadow notices all the cameras in the
building as Wednesday tries to avoid having his face captured. Wednesday grabs a pile of deposit slips and
they leave the bank. They walk across the street and Wednesday has Shadow write down the number of a
payphone. He brings Shadow a hot chocolate and tells him to "think snow" to concentrate his mind. They head
to a photocopy shop as Shadow thinks about snow. While they wait for service, they chat about the many
versions of Jesus. Wednesday tells Shadow to keep thinking snow while he makes business cards and posters.
They sit down for some lunch as Shadow questions Wednesday about the snow, wanting to know how it
happened when the weather was supposed to be clear. Mad Sweeney abruptly shows up, demanding his gold
coin back from Shadow because he gave him the wrong coin. Sweeney once again claims that he plucked the
coin out of thin air. Shadow and Wednesday arrive at the bank with Wednesday dressed in a security uniform.
He passes a business card to Shadow, reading "A1 Securities" with the name A. Haddock on the card. He tells
Shadow to do a bit of shopping at the grocery store and wait by the pay phone before he heads across the street
to the bank. He places out of order signs on the ATM and night deposit slot and begins collecting night
deposits and providing fake receipts to unsuspecting bank customers. The cops pull up and question
Wednesday who hands them a business card. They are calling to check up on Jimmy and Shadow reassures
them he is supposed to be there, going so far as offering them a job with his security company. The police
leave Wednesday to continue with his business. Shadow is driving while Wednesday counts out the money
from the bank scam, paying Shadow his salary. They continue driving back-roads out of Chicago as
Wednesday presses Shadow about him pretending that he "cannot believe in impossible things. Shadow asks
Wednesday directly if he made it snow. Wednesday offers him the choice of either believing he did or
acknowledging he is delusional. Edit A raven taps on Mr. He relays a message to Mr. Shadow refuses just as
police drive up and arrest them both for the bank robbery in Chicago. Wednesday is being questioned in an
interrogation room and plays off as a confused man reciting poetry. Nancy are also on his side for different
reasons while the police officer looks on dubiously. Officer Buffer takes Shadow into the same interrogation
room as Wednesday and handcuffs him across from Wednesday.
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